
Workplace Freedom Amendment Signature Gathering Instructions 
 
Where can you get a petition, so you can begin gathering signatures? 
- www.ohioansforworkplacefreedom.com > Learn > Click in paragraph at "It takes just one minute – 
read the amendment for yourself HERE." 
- It is in PDF form and can be downloaded, printed and shared with anyone. 
- This form cannot be altered in anyway as it is the legal petition which will be submitted to the state 
of Ohio. 
 
What should you do with a petition once you have gathered signatures? 
- You can mail completed petitions to Christopher Littleton at: 7396 Wethersfield Drive, West 
Chester, OH, 45069 – on front of every petition 
 
Who should you contact if you have questions about gathering signatures? 
- Use contact form at our website: http://ohioansforworkplacefreedom.com/contact-us/  
 
5 Most Frequently Asked Questions about Signature Gathering 
 
1. Who can sign a petition? 
- Anyone registered to vote in Ohio 
- You may not sign your own petition 
 
2. What should a signer fill out on the petition? 
- Each box for a signer should be completed except: the “Ward/Precinct” box as it is optional if they 
don’t know it and the change of registration box if it is not the case they have changed their address 
 
3. Most important things to remember for signatures: 
- Only signers from a single county can appear on an individual petition. If people are from multiple 
counties, a separate petition must be started for each new county. 
- Signers must be in chronological order (dates must be in order), so don’t skip spaces on the 
petition. Have signers complete in order the signatures were gathered. 
 
4. Where can you gather signatures? 
- All friends, family and neighbors at home, church or work – as long as registered to vote 
- Go door to door in a neighborhood 
- Any public building (Courthouse, DMV, library, etc) – Focus on public sidewalks, so not obstructing 
entry ways 
- Post office is at discretion of local post master. You must leave if asked. 
- All private property including shopping centers, businesses and storefronts are at the discretion of 
the property owner 
 
5. What should the circulator (you) fill out on the petition? 
- Front page (upper left corner) “Name of Circulator” 
- Front page (upper right corner) “County” 
- The back page of the petition, “Statement of Circulator” will be completed by you, and must contain 
the total number of valid signatures on your petition. Double check the signatures as a number of 
individual signers do make mistakes or forget to complete a portion of the petition. Only valid and 
properly completed signatures should be counted as an “elector.” 
- On the “Statement of Circulator” – do not put anything in the space for “employed to circulate this 
petition by.” Since you are not being paid to circulate the petition, nothing should be in this space. 
- You must sign each petition with your signature and address 
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